
2C372N6: 

72X63:N02 

hd. 

3. 

a 

d. 

b. 

f 

C3T2N61YQ 

a. 

d 

b. 

C. 

1. 

S2554 

TIME: 2% Hours 

N. B.: (1) All questions are compulsory, 

Paper / Subject Code: 88703 / Business Intellitgence 

(2) Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary and state the assumptions made. (3) Answers to the same qucstion must be Yritten together. (4) Numbers to the right indicate marks. (5) Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary. (6) Use of Non-programmable calcúlators is allowed. 
Attempt any three of the following: 

success of a DSS. 

Define business intelligence? Explain architecture of the business intelligenc�. What is decision support system (DSS)? What arê the factors that affect the degreé of 

Enumerate approaçhès to the deçision-making process, 

Describe the phases inthe development of a decision support systems (DSS). 

Attemptany three of the follówing: 

b.Describe �iferent applications ofData Mining. 
Compare incomplete, noisy, opinconsistent data. 

Explain main components ofthe main components of a businessintelligence system What is system? Write the role of a closed cycle marketing system with feedback,efects 

f. Differentíate between's 

Explain the con�ept of mathematical mÙdels according to their characteristics, probabilistiç nature, temporal dimen_ion. 

Enuñérate basic data mining tasks in. details. 
Explain data-öleansing?Why is d�ta leansing ímportant for data miníng? 

Att�mpt any three of the following: 
Explain Taxonomy of classification model. 
Explain tbe concept of k-means algorithm for Clustering. Desçribe in details support yector machines 

Total Marks: 75 

Write about dËfferent Taxonomies ofçlustering methods. 

372X631Y 

C372N63 

Differentiate between Partitioning method and Hierarchical method. f, Explain the concept of agglomerative and divisive hierarchical methods. 
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supervis�d and unsupervised leatning. 



12037 

4. 

a 

b 

C 

5. 

C 

d 

Attempt any three of the following: 

What is relational marketing? Write motivations & objcctives of relational marketing. 
Explain types of data fccding a data mart of relational markcting analysis. 

Paper / Subject Code: 88703 / Business Intellitgence 

Describe the term Market Basket Analysis. 

Describe in details optimizatión models for logistics planning. 
What is supply Chain optimization? Esplain in brief. 
What is the role of cross cfficicncy analysis and virtual ioput and virtual output in 

identification of good operating practices? 

Attempt any three of the following:'c 

b Define 1. Dat�2. Information 3. Knowledge 

Describe kngwledge management activities in details. C372X63 !YQ2E372 

Describe how Al and intélligent a�ehts suppot knowledgemanagement. Relate XML to 
knowledge management and knowledge pôrtals. 

S2554 

2X631Y02C372X631 YO2 

Describe in details thÇ Process and Practice,Approache_ to Knowledge Management 
Compare and contr�st between Artificial:lntelligence Versus Natural Intelligence 
Write different 'areas of expèt systems. 5iY02C372X63I YO2C372N631Y02C37 

020 

UC372N6s1YO2C372No3iY2C372N63!V02C372N63} 

3IVO2C376132e32NoNsYo2263!) 
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TIME: 2/% Hours 

N. B.: () All questions are compulsory. 

o6 

1. 

C 

d 

f. 

2. 

b 

C 

d. 

f. 

3. 

b What are the different layers of Hierarchical Network Design? Explain: 

b 

d 

Paper / Subject Code: 88705/Enterprise Netiworking 

e. 

52561 

(4) Numbers to the right indicate marks. 
(5) Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary. 

(2) Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary and state the assumptions made. 
(3) Answers to the same question must b¹ iwritten together. 

(6) Use of Non-programmable calcúlators is allowed. 

Attempt any three of the following: 

Explain the Architecture for Enterprises in detail. 

Define Enterprise Campus ModulY; 
Discuss the PPDIOO phases indetail. 
Write:a short note on the Network cheçklist. 

Explain the terms RDP, RIP, GLBP, and ARP. 

Attempt any three of the folloving: 
List out and explain the hardware devices used in LAN design 

Explain the states of STP switch pots. 

What are the challenges in Data Center? 

Define Data Center Cooling in detail,r 

Write a short note on different types of Virtualizätions. 

What is campus LAN Design?What are the best practices for thê:same? 

Attempt any three of the following: 
Write a short note on WLAN Security. 

Explain the following terms: 

93968ASNG 

architecture. 

C What is' Unified Wireless Network (UWN)? Explain the clements of UWN 

\o3!Y3968ASX6 

396%A5X 

Compare the WLC components and the WLC interlaces. 

Total Marks: 75 

() Full Mesh topology (:) Partial Mesh topology (ii) Point to Point Topology. 

Page I of 2 

39 

What is wireless technology? List out the different wireless implementations. 
Discuss DMZ Connectivity in detail. 

X631Y3968ASX63IY3968ASX631Y3968ASX63 1Y3968A5 

15 

15 
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4. 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f 

5. 

a 

b. 

C. 

d. 

f 

Paper / Subject Code: 88705 / Enterprise Networking 

52561 

Attempt any three of the following: 
Write a note on the IPy4 Header structure in detail. 

List out the different types of IPv6Address. 
What are the techniques for IPy4-to-IPv6 Transition Mechanisms? 
Write down the different types of IPv6 Address Assignment Strategies. 
Define BGP? Explain the BGP attributes. 
Explain the OSPF LSA types. 

Attempt any three of the following: 
Write a shortnote oa Risk Assessment Components and Risk Index. 
List out the different security threats. 

Define i) SNMP ii) CDP 

e. Explain Network Access Control in detail. 
What arc the key aspccts ofEncryption Fundamentals? 

What are the recommended guidelines whi<e implementing firewalls? 

Page I of 2 
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TIME: 2/, Hours 

N. B.: (1) All questions are compulsory. 

1. 

a. 

b 

C. 

d 

f 

2. 

a. 

C. 

e. 

b 

3. 

b 

C. 

d 

e. 

1. 

Paper / Subject Code: 88704 / Principles of Geographiclnfornmation Systems 

4. 

a. 

(2) Make suitable assumptions wherevec necessary and state the assumptions made. 
(3) Answers to the same question måst be written together. 
(4) Numbers to the right indicate marks. 

52557 

(S) Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary. 
(6) Use of Non-programmable càlculators is allowed. 

Attempt any three of the föllowing: 
What is topology? Explain spat:al relationships with the help of suitable diagram.. 
What is GIS? Give any-five GIS applications ófreal life. 
What is map? Explain how inodêlling belps in representing real world? 
Write short note on i) Spatial databases and spatial analysis, ii) Data types and values 
Explain regular tessellation with the help of diagrams. 
State and explain the a set of rules deines the topological consistency för simplex of 
that space with the help of suitable diagrams. 

Attemptany three of the following: 
Distinguish between Vector data and Ra_ter Data. 
Explain Rastef encoding with the help of example: 
Explain the functional 	omponents in GIS architecture and functionality with the help 
-of suitable diagram. 
Write short note on: 
i) Spatial data caphure and preparation ii) Spatial data storage and maintenance 
Explain the linking GIS and DBMS. 
Explain the relational data model using suitable example. 

Attempt any three of the following: 
Explain 2D geographic coordinate system using sitable examp.e. 
Explain Root Mean Square used to mean location accuracy. 
Write short notes on i) Vectorization ii) Lincage 
Explain Geoid and ellipsoid wih suitable diagram. 
What is Kriging? Explain. 
Explain the Map projection with it's types with the help of diagrams. 

Attempt any three of the following: 
Explain the various Neighbourhood functions. 
Perform the raster overlay operation to find: 
Rl:=CON(A="F")AND(B<$), 1, 0) 
R2:=CON((A="F")XOR(B<5), 1, 0) 
A= 

FFF 
F |F 

F F 

F 
F 

B= 

Total Marks:75 

|76774 
671 7 

4 

|4 

44 
6 444 

667 67 
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c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

5. 

b 

C. 

e. 

f 

Paper / Subject Code: 88704 / Principles of Gèographic *nformation Systems 

List any five exa.ples where advanced computations on coDtinuous fields are required. 
Explain using example bow Rasteroverlay opetation can be performed using decision 
table? 

Explain vector overlay operations using suitable diagram. 
Lists any five common sources of error introduced into GIS analyses. 

Attempt any three ofthe folloving: 
Explain Bertin's six categories of visual väYiables. 
Write short note on i) Topographic map. i) Thematic map 
What is cartograpay? Explain visualization process. 
Explain the map terrain,elevation. 
Describe the cos1metics shown inmap given bèlow. 

0\N631Y2BSDAXG3IY2BY 

nN2B8DAN63!Y2BS2D) 

32BS2DAN631 

LKumpen 

52557 

Steena 

legend 

Peinca 

Zwolle 

OverviewËof Overijssel 
north arrOW 

Hui denbero 

AX6iY 2DASY2RNEA V63:Y2B82:) 

saaleNirerdal 

Ce bbliograpnic 

'Seale 1: 0 0CO 

map innag 

Soor ly 

Almelo 
Jubbergern 

Enschede 
Hergeo 

ojechon' 

Write short note on i) On screen map, ü) Multimedia máp, ii) Static map 

Haakabergen) oraa 
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3. 
a 

C 

a. 

b 

f. 

e. 

f 

Q4. 

e. 

b 

f 

2. 

1 

C. 

d. 

TIME: 2%: Hours 

52564 

N. B.: (1) All questions are compulsory. 

Paper / Subject Code: 88706 /I.T. Service Management 

\631Y0FSIBX63I)YiÑs 

(2) Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary and state the assumptions made. (3) Answers to thc sane question must be written together. (4) Numbers to the right indicate marks. (5) Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary. (6) Usc of Non-programmable calculators is allowed. 
Attempt any three of the following: What do you mean by ITSM?What are the issues related to ITSM? How Functions;and Processes connected in ITSMife cycle? Explain four P's of Servite Strategy Who is Sotyice Provido? What How to prepare Sergjce Strategy for executfon? 

are its types 
What are the Ri_ks associated with Service Strategy? 

Attempt ay three ofthe following Define Service Design. List and explain itsgoals. 

What is Service Transi�tiðn? Explain its Objeçtive and Go�ls. b.How to establish Effective Controls and Di_ciplines for Service Transition? List and Explain Seven R's (2R's) of ITI;Change Management. Whatis a Release and what àre the Types of Releases in ITIL Explain the "Service V Model" of ITL Service:Validation and Testing. Write short �ote on theDIKW Model of ITI; Knowledge Management. 

OF51 

What are Service Requirements? How to identify them? Explain in detad about Seice Level Managemeat'process of Service desi�n. 

Aftempt any three of the Following: 

Define the ten Service Operation. Explain the ptËnciples of Service Operation Phase. Write short note on Mectings in rogards with Service Operation Phase. c.Explain Objective, Prpose and Scopc of Eyent Management Process. 

Attempt any three of the following: 

Write short note on Incident Management Lifecycle Activities. List and Explain Request Fulfilment ^ub-Processes. 

Total Marks: 75 

lBX631OFSIBXG 

Elaborate Proactive Problem Management and Reactive Problem Management. 
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What is a Contract? Explain Contrac Management and Typès of Suppier Contracts. Cist and Exgplain sub ptocesses ofliformatioa aecurity Mahagementprocess. Explain in detail Challenges in Service Design Process 



Paper / Subject Code: 88706 /I. T: Service Mânagement 

Attempt any three of the following: 

BX63IY 

What is Governance? Explain its types 
What is Benchmarking?. Explain its procedure. 

Write short note on the Approach to Continual Service Improvement, 
Define and explain the terms CSd Register and External and Internal Drivers. 
Write the details about CSI sêven-step p improvementprocess. 

JF51BX63! 

YIOF5IBX631 
Y 

1OF5! 

BX631YHOF5| 

BX63|y 
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IYi0rsiB 

IYOFSIBX63IY 

1OFS1BX63JYIOF51BX63!YIOFS1BX63IY 

1OFSIBXIYI0F51 

BX6 
.vF51BXG3!YTOFS1BX631YJOFSIBXG3IYiOFS1BX63!YIOFSIBX63IY 10F5BX63|YOF5iBX63I Y Which points needs to tàke into cônsideration in defining.a Commugication Plan? 
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TIME: 2/2 Hours 

oE89X631Y686E 

N. B.: (1) All questions are compulsory. 

1. 

a 

b. 

C 

e. 

2. 

a. 

Sb. 

Y686F8o63 

C. 

d 

3 

b 

f 

sóE89X63Y6R6E 

:686EN9X63:NVA 

d 

C. 

K63IY686E89X: 

Paper / Subjcct Code: 88701 

(2) Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary and state the assumptions made. (3) Answers to the same guestion must be ivritten together. 
(4) Numbers to the right indic�te marks: 
(5) Draw neat labcled diagrams wherever neces$ary. 

Attempt any three of the following: 

(6) Use of Non-programniable calçulàtors is allowed. 

1/Quality Assùrance 

Write in detail about user's �ap and producer's gap: 

List out the different stakeholders w.r.t. quality view. Write a short note on supplier's view of quality. 

Write a sthort note on fnancial aspéct of quality. 

Attempt uny three of the following: 

Write a comparative note: on continuous and çontinual impfovement and also quote 
PDCA life cycle. 

Define : (i) vision (ii) mission (i) policy (v) objectives (v)strategy 
Explain he quality management systemstructure (temple structure). 

Write a short note on TQM cost triangle aFd also define Red, Blue and Grcen money. 
Write a short note on Requirement Tra�èability Matrix. 

52548 

1 

What is Workbench? Write in detail about Testers workbench using a suitable block 
diagram. 

SCenarioS: 

What is the formula to measure test team efficiency? Explain the reasons for deviation 
of test tcam cfficiency from 100%. 
Bricfly write about the testing.skills required by a testér. 

) 

Write any two advantages, and any twodisadvantages for each of the below 

(i) 
Devclopers becoming têsters 

Total Marks: 75 

Domain experts doing software-testing. 

Altempt uny three of the following: 
Explain Boundary Value Testing using suitable example. 
Explain Decision Table - based testing using a suitable exanple. 
Detinc: (i) Robust boundary valsc testing (ii) Worst ca_c boundary valuc (iü) Random 
testing (iv) Traditional equivalence classtesting. 

What is a lDD-Path? Quote the five cases of nodes in a progranm graplh using a suitable 
example. 
Write a short note on Cylomatic coniplexity and McCabe's basis path method using 
u suitable exanple. 
Delinc: (i) Def. node (ii) Use node (ii) P-u^e node (iv) cdu-path (v) dc-path 
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4. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f 

5. 

a. 

b. 

C 

d. 

e. 

f. 

)!E9X68S94269X 

Attempt any three of the following: 
Write about the different types of reviews on the basis of stage/phase. 
List and explain different methods of verification. 

Paper / Subject Code: 88701 (Quality Assürance 

Write about the different phases of inspection. 
Discuss testing procedures during the requirements phasc. 
In the design phase testing what are the aspects to be checked? Briefly explain. 

Write a short note on coverages w.r.t requirements, functionality and feature. 

Attempt qany three of the following: 
Write about the below in integration testing: 

Bottom-up approach ) 

.,NSoN9A1E9X6849 

(i) 
(ii1) 

Modified top-down approach 
Sandwich approach 

Write a short note on security testing. 
Write about performance testing, volume testing and. stress testing 
Define: (i) Smoke:testing (i) Sanity testing (ii) Monkey testing 
List out all the risks associated with new technologies. 

Write about the testing approach ofweb application 
683989.! 

*** ************%*: 
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TIME: 2%, Hours 

N. B.: (1) All questions are compulsory. 

b 

C. 

e. 

f 

2. 

1. Attempt any three of the following: 

C. 

f 

a 

C 

d. Explain the following: E-mail worms, Trojans. 

3. 

Paper / Subject Code: 88702 / Security in Computing 

b. 

d. 

(4) Numbers to the right indicate marks. 

e. 

(2) Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary and state the assumptions made. 
(3) Answers to the same question must be written together. 

(5) Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary. 
(6) Use of Non-progràmmable calculators is allowed. 

b. Explain the Certificate based mechanism of Authentication. 

Give the significance of a defense model-Onion model 

d. Discuss the concepts of different Database backups. 

52552 

Describe three Ds of security in context of your.own home and organization. 

Comment on "The defender has the impossible job of protection than the job of attacker." 

Discuss three aspects of CIA triad. 

List and brief the diferent form of Man-in the- middle attacks (MITM): 

Attempt any three of the following: 

Describe the asymmetric and symmetric key encryption. 

Explain the following terms: Hijacking, Phishing 

What is the concept of zoning in the fundamental'storage infrastructure? Explain. 

FRLA9X.3iYC 

Attempt any three of the following: 
Explain the following terms: NAT, PAT. 

Describe the concepts of Network hardening. 

3!YCF8E 

What are the mandatory features of Firewall? Explain. 

Total Marks: 75 

Summarize the steps of the authentication process of Smart card implementation. 

Write a short note on the Cisco Hierarchical lnternetworking model. 

Explain switches and Hubs. 

f. Which are the different form of wireless attacks? Explain. 

A3IYCSEA9X6 
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4. Attempt any tlhree of the following: 

a. 

b. List and explain the steps of successful IPS deploymentplan. 

Give the significance of IDS. 

d. Explain Network ProtocolAttacks. 

f. 

C. Describe the evolution of modein VoIP Communication with its components. 

e. What are the types of classic security models? Explain. 

a. 

Paper / Subject Code: 88702 / Security in Gomputing 

5. Attempt any three of the following: 

Write a short note on Access Control List. 

91G3iYCFSEA 

Explain the classification of corporate physical assets. 

Explain. 

b. Which factors have to be considered in physical security while choosing a site-location? 

C. Write a shortnote on Custom Remote Administration. 

CESEA9x6 

SEASNeR!yCE 

52552 

d. . Describe the different phases of Secure Development Life cycle (SSDL). 

.CH8A9X63!VCNEASN6i1e 

Give the benefits of Cloud Computing Security services. 

What are the ge'eral types of attacks in web applications? Explain. 

A9K6!YCESEAVNGS?fwss 
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